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OBSERVATION: GO 732 lays out the final step of the 

Snow U/hite Pgms which will be the winning of full correction 

of false reports via the U.N* 

Standard BI actions of penetrations and prediction on which 

way the U.N. will go will be needed for a full win on 

the Snow White Pgm. 

PLAN: To penetrate the UN and establish lines for feedback 

data so that we can predict and handlB anything that may 

atop the acceptance of our submissions to the UN. 

MA30R TARGET: To establish effective and safe lines of 

feedback within the U.N. so that any trouble with the 

submissions can be predicted and handled. 

PRIKIARY TARGETS: 

1. BID Nat'l is responsible for the overall coordination 

and successful completion of this pjct. 

BID Nat’l_ 
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2. Standard covert data collection and standard ops tech 

used. BID Nat'l is to ensure that all on the pjct are hatted 

as needed (not violating need to know); finances are obtained 

and clean safe communication^are established and maintained. 
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3. Nat'l BID BI US is to ensure that the project is debugged 

aa needed and if the pjct ia really bogged to get assistance 

from the Nat'l Dir Sec BI US. 

VITAL TARGETS: 
Nat'l BID 

1. FSffl(s) recruited by NY AG I with NE Sec ensuring the 

-cycle is done. If FSIfl(s) not recruited within one month 

of receipt of this pjct. BID Nat'l to take whatever 

action needed ( project drawn up) to get FSITl(s)for the. 

penetration. 

! AG I NY_ 

NE SEC BI US_ 

BID NAT'L BI US 

2. Full cover for FSN(s) worked out by AG I NY. Cover 

all the points of former Br 1*81 US write-up. All points 

that could trace FSIKl(s) to the Church handled in the cover. 

NE SEC to double check and approve or send back. BI D Nat'l 

does final approval of the cover. 

AG I NY_ 

NE SEC BI US__ 

.BID NAT'L BI US_ 

3» FSIKl(s) are not given any data on the pjct except 

need to know. They can start out thinking it is for 

researchist data given as it is needed by FSIfl(s). 

AG I NY__ 

4« BID to establish a good liasion line with legal and find 

out their plans re. the submission; target dates, how 

they will submit and where. This line kept in for the duration 

of the pjct. •* 1 

BID NAT'L _ 
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5. Nothing is done on the pjct that can reflect back on 
t 

the Church. 

ALL ASSIGNED 

6. At any point the pjct becomes bogged or more actions 

are needed BID to originate sub-projects and orders as 

needed. 

BID NAT'L US_ 

OPERATING TARGETS: 

Go through the attachments to GO 732 and list out 

main areas of the U.N. that would handle our submissions. 

*• BID Nat*l . . . 

2. Using the data in #1 above as a starting point do 

overt data collection locating the exact areas that will 

handle our submissions getting enough data to give a clear 

picture of exactly what is done and who does it re. our 

submissions. Liase with Snow White Legal terminal as needed 

for legal points that may come up. 

BID Nat'1_ 

3. From the research done draw up a complete flow chart 

of the exact route, our submissions to the U.N. will take-and 

tbe terminals (post functions) on the flow line. 

BID Nat•1_ 

4. From the data obtained in 1-3 write up an order to 

N.Y. AG I*to do very thorough research on the possible jobs 

available at the U.N. The order should contain: 

a) The posts and job requirements for the posts directly 

on the flow line of the submission. 

•b) "The posts and job requirements of any post available 
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at the U.N. starting with the ones closest to the 

flow line and working out. Include all janitor posts 

cleaning posts etc. Also any volunteer work that might 

be done. 
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5. AC I NY obtains and sends to BIO Nat'l via the NE Dir 

Sec the data needed in #4 above. NE Dir Sec realizes the 

Importance of the research and pushes and makes sure NY 

gets the data. Any heavy bugs reported to BID Nat'l for 

debug. 

... .... __.... ag i ny;_ 

NE OIR SEC _ 

BID NAT'L ._ 

6. AG :l NY to use the research into the job qualifications 

to get the FSIKl placed. NE Sec ensures that this is done. 

AG I NY._ 

NE SEC BI US 

7. Any p jet s needed to get FSIKl in best possible position 

are originated by AG I NY and approved by BID Nat’l (via 

NE Sec). 

AG I NY_ 

8. After FSRl(s) in place general data should be gotten 

on who will handle our submission; uhat the exact proceedures 

are and general data on the areaf. and data as requested 

by BID Nat'l US. 

AG I NY/Fsm_ 

9. FSIJl(s) kept in place until after our submission is 

made and additional pjets for FSIKl utilization (getting prediction 

and handling.data) are done by BID Nat'l. 

AG I NY/FSfil( s )_ 

B ID NAT • L:_ 



PRODUCTION TARGETS: 
* w 

1. FSfJI recruited and cleared by NY within one month of receipt 

of the pjct. 
AG I NY._ 

NE SEC BI US___ 

2. FSffl in place within three months of receipt of this 

pjct. 

AG I NY.___ 

NE SEC BI US._ 
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